
WHY WE’RE RECOMMENDED AS AN EXCELLENT PLACE TO WORK

Nationally recognized: Named among the top 50 of Modern Healthcare’s Best Places to Work for the second 

consecutive year, moving up to No. 30 in 2021 

Award-winning: Forbes ranks RSFH as one of America’s Best Employers By State 

We Care
about you & our community

RSFH SUPPORTS YOU, ESPECIALLY WHEN THE WORK IS DIFFICULT

Rewarding our team: More than $10 million invested in teammates through the 2021 merit cycle in appreciation 

of their exceptional bravery, dedication and resilience. RSFH continues its journey toward a $15 minimum wage by 

2022. 

Investments for Safe Staffing Levels: Contract staff provided safe staffing levels during COVID surges. 

Teammates volunteered for the labor pool, retired teammates came back to the bedside, and RSF Physician Partners 

teammates went to areas of greatest need. Many other areas supported one another through tremendous teamwork 

and dedication.  

Transparent Communication: Senior leaders provided frequent updates on command center calls to help leaders 

understand how we are responding in times of crisis. Corporate Communications published daily stats during surges, 

shared teammates’ stories of resilience, and helped educate the community on the crisis.  

Resources for Mental Health for you and your family: The Employee Assistance Program provides free 

counseling, the new Whil app offers daily mindfulness sessions as well as 250 science-based mini courses on topics 

to help with well-being, virtual therapy was added to support challenges on-demand, and peer resources have been 

provided through the SC Hospital Association.  

Helping you care for your children: RSF Learning Center cares for children, and our partnership with Care.com 

enables parents to find childcare solutions that fit their unique needs.  Our Teammate Hardship Fund also was 

expanded to support those with unexpected expenses when schools close due to COVID. 



RSFH VALUES TEAMMATES FROM DIFFERENT BACKGROUNDS & IS 
COMMITTED TO WORKFORCE DIVERSITY

Investments in Leadership: New Vice President and Chief Diversity, Inclusion and Health Equity Officer hired and all 

leaders trained on unconscious bias. 

RSFH celebrates: We highlight the many diverse celebrations occurring throughout the year with teammate essays, 

photos and events. 

Leading in the Community: We sponsored and attended the Diversity, Equity and Inclusion Conference hosted by the 

Charleston Metro Chamber of Commerce. 

RSFH INVESTS IN SAFETY CULTURE 

Engaging Experts: We partnered with Press Ganey to focus on Culture of Safety Behaviors, High Reliability and Just 

Culture Principles. 

Commitment to Decrease Workplace Violence and Increase Safety: RSFH aligned with new security company, 

Allied Health, and hired security leadership and trainers through the Workplace Violence Team. 

Securing the Physical Environment: Visitors and entrances in hospitals and practices limited to ensure safety for all 

during times of high COVID cases. 

Reducing Variation & Investing in Safe Equipment: The Safe Patient Handling and Lift Committee is supported with 

investments in bed standardization, Hercules beds, and lift equipment. 

RSFH IS STRONG & GROWING

Providers of Choice: RSFH continues to have the highest adult market share for acute care services within our 

community. 

New Strategic Plan & Vision: The Board supported the RSFH 2030 Strategic Plan, which will be announced in early 

November and will outline the growth and expansion of RSFH in the years ahead. 

Investments in Tech Enablement: RSFH commits to modernizing its technology suite with EPIC, Workday and 

Kronos to help enable us to provide convenient, high-quality, coordinated care.  We are also investing in upgrading key 

equipment such as PET scanners, MRI’s, etc. 

Leading in a Dyad Model with Aligned Physicians and Administrators: Physician and Administrative Dyad leaders 

improve value in key service lines/integrated practice networks.  

Delivering Home Based Care: RSFH is leading the Carolinas in the development of a Hospital at Home initiative that 

will enable patients to receive hospital-level care within their homes, improving patient experience and quality outcomes.  

Vaccinating the Community: RSFH hosts mass, drive-thru vaccine site then pivots to administering vaccines in 

Express Cares and doctors’ offices to live out our mission. 

Commitment to Community Health Strong: RSFH is expanding its reach and providing more community-based care, 

including planning for a mobile health unit that can serve patients in outlying, underserved areas. 


